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Spring is Here

Composer: Yeny Park

Yeny Park, Piano
Mason O'Donnell, Bass
Dexter Stanley-Tauvao, Drums
Naoya Ogura, Trumpet

The Jungle

Composer: Yeny Park

Yeny Park, Piano
Mason O'Donnell, Bass
Dexter Stanley-Tauvao, Drums
Naoya Ogura, Trumpet
Andrew Denicola, Saxophone

East of the sun

Composer: Brooks Bowman

Yeny Park, Piano
Mason O'Donnell, Bass
Dexter Stanley-Tauvao, Drums
Naoya Ogura, Trumpet
Andrew Denicola, Saxophone

Say Goodbye

Composer: Yeny Park

Yeny Park, Piano
Mason O'Donnell, Bass
Dexter Stanley-Tauvao, Drums
Walking Alone
Composer: Yeny Park

Yeny Park, Piano
Mason O’Donnell, Bass
Dexter Stanley-Tauvao, Drums

New Start
Composer: Yeny Park

Yeny Park, Piano
Mason O’Donnell, Bass
Dexter Stanley-Tauvao, Drums
Naoya Ogura, Trumpet
Andrew Denicola, Saxophone

Yeny Park is a student of Jeb Patton.